BRAND GUIDELINES
2019

PLEASE NOTE

This document will only be valid for 2019 as the Distinguished Gentleman’s Ride
updates the official brand guidelines and imagery annually.

DGR 2019
brand
guidelines
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1.1

poster

official 2019
dGR POSTER

The official DGR poster cannot be altered
in any way. The text and colours cannot
change, and parts of it cannot be cut out
and used elsewhere.
If there is a need for an alternative date or
having a local poster please contact DGR
HQ and it can be created.

1.2

poster

For alternative date graphics, different
sized artwork and local content please
contact DGR HQ directly.

poster

1.3

poster history

Each year has a unique design.
Please refrain from using designs from previous years.

2.1

logo
usage

Silversteed
logo
IMPORTANT
The Silversteed logo is the
official registered DGR logo.
In 2019 the logo has changed
slightly so make sure the
current one is being used.
Changes are as follows:
1. Registered mark
2. White outline on helmet
3. No texture on the helmet
It can be used on light and dark
backgrounds.

2.2

logo
usage

X

silversteed
Logo spacing
To maintain a safe space around the
entire Silversteed logo, make sure
that nothing encroaches within the
marked area.
The safe space is half the width of
Silversteed’s face (X) around the
widest & tallest point of the logo.

2.3

logo
usage

INcorrect
logo usage
Please make sure all instances of the logo
are the current 2019 logo.

Do not alter the colour of
the logo

Do not use only outlines

Do not place on an angle

Do not alter the
logo lock up

Do not ignore space
around logo

Do not squash or distort
the logo

2.4

logo
usage

Alternative logo

Angled + Straight text

The angled DGR logo is another logo that remains the same year on year. It is available in both light and dark for varying
background colours. This logo can also be straightened up so it sits horizontal.
The banner will always remain red, as do the stars, ‘live tweed, ride dapper’ text colour can change to be either black or
white, dependent on background.

2.5

logo
usage

Logo safe area
X

To maintain a safe space around
the angled DGR text logo, make
sure that nothing encroaches
within the marked area.
The safe space is half the width
of the red banner (X), around
the widest & tallest point of the
logo.
This also applies if the logo has
been straightened out.

2.6

logo
usage

INcorrect
logo usage
Ignore space around
logo

Do not alter the
colour of the logo

Do not make the logo
outlined

Do not alter angle. Either
original or straight only

Squash or distort the
logo in any way

Do not alter the logo
lock up

2.7

logo
usage

2019 theme logo

art deco

unshaded
(small spaces)

shaded
(large spaces)

This logo is style specific to this year (2019) only. It is the same logo that is used on the official poster.
It is available in two forms, shaded and unshaded for both large and small scale designs. The shaded design
often looks like it has lines on it, this is a preview from the .eps file. When printed they will disappear. When
used on-line either use the unshaded version or the .png of the shaded file.

3.0

colour
palette

The colour palette changes yearly with each new DGR. These colours are only
relevant to 2019. Usage of colours from previous years are currently outdated.

PRIMARY

Teal
R: 0 G: 158 B: 160
C: 80 M: 16 Y: 39 K: 1
#037797

SECONDARY

Blue
R: 0 G: 115 B: 147
C: 89 M: 46 Y: 29 K: 5
#067393

orange
R: 234 G: 116 B: 36
C: 4 M: 67 Y: 100 K: 0
#ea7424

USAGE
These colours are a guide only, you can approximately match them as needed. Primary
colours to be used in big block colours, secondary colours are to be used in small areas.
See main poster for examples on how to correctly use colours.
White and black can be added to any colour to create necessary shades.

red
R: 223 G: 30 B: 38
C: 5 M: 100 Y: 100 K: 1
#df1e26

4.0 fonts

PRIMARY FONT
Bebas neue book

ABCDEFGHIJKlmnopqrstuvwxyz
This font is used for using for headings, other weights from the same font family can be used
depending on the size of the text required. Headings are always in capital letters.
Minimum weight will always be book. Maximum weight bold.

Secondary FONT
GOTHAM FAMILY

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
The book and light version of this font is used for body copy, always using sentence
case. Choice of book or light depends on the size of the text. When font is small, use
book. Large font size allows for the light weight version.

5.0

style
guide

Approved styles
Of motorcycles

We like to make sure all the bikes that are used under the DGR heading also
represent the correct motorcycle styles.
See the complete style guide on our website HERE or see social posts for
appropriately styled motorcycles.

6.0

social
media

Social Media usage
Instagram, Facebook & Twitter
Follow & Tag our official accounts on these platforms

@gentlemansride
When sharing images on social media channels make sure to use our official hash-tags;

#gentlemansride #dgr2019 #ridedapper #jointhegentry

7.0

media
wall

Media wall
There are three different options for media walls to choose from, landscape, square and a step & repeat.
If there are local sponsors to add to the media wall then add on the landscape and square versions only, below REV’IT!
and Hedon Helmets logos. If there are any troubles adding logos, contact DGR and the logo can be added in house.
Do not alter any of the logos on the media wall, and please use media walls provided. Any personally created media
walls are not approved for DGR usage.

contact

8.0

Any questions referring to usage of the brand guidelines please email

design@gentlemansride.com

